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at moaroom
RODERICK FRY

The clever and simple functioning 
of the Pi System allows you to 
rapidly assemble an extremely 
stable table and then, when you 
change home, to just as rapidly 
take it apart and reassemble 
it - just by inserting planks or 
panels and pivoting the metal 
legs into place.

Without using screws or bolts 
you can also make a personalized 
table with our legs and a top 
made from solid wood, upcycled 
old beams, polished concrete etc.

The legs are made from laser 
cut and hand-bent metal near 
Grenoble - our tops are made in a 
small atelier in Normandy out of 
solid French oak.





Pi tresles 75 cm wide
Powder-coated steel, indoor use 460,00

Pi tresles 88 cm wide
Powder-coated steel, indoor use 490,00
Powder-coated steel, outdoor use 580,00

Pi tresles 75 cm wide 90 cm high
Powder-coated steel, indoor use 680,00

> Made for a table or desk of these dimensions : 
Length to define (between 150 & 260 cm) x W 75 cm x H 74 cm 
Length to define (between 160 & 320cm) x W 88 cm x H 74 cm 
Length to define (between 180 & 320cm) x W 88 cm x H 90 cm 

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel

> Pi 75 Trestles - colors :
Black semi-gloss 
Gun metal grey-brown
* Customizable color on order

> Pi 88 Trestles - colors :
Black semi-gloss 
Gun metal grey-brown
* Customizable color on order
Black semi-gloss (outdoor use)
Gun metal grey-brown (outdoor use) 

> High Pi 88 Trestles - colors : 
Black semi-gloss 

> Details :
Product conditioned in pairs to create a complete table. 
Table top not included. 

Trestles 75 are designed for a 750 mm wide and 40 mm thick 
table top with grooves (3 mm deep) or 37 mm without grooves. 
Recommended length of the table top : 1,50 m to 2,60 m 
depending on the material.

Trestles 88 are designed for a 877 mm wide and 43 mm thick 
table top with grooves (3 mm deep) or 40 mm without grooves. 
Recommended length of the table top : 1,60 m to 3,20 m 
depending on the material. 

Legs are designed for a 74 cm high table or 90 cm high table 
for the version high trestles 88 wide.

The trestles allow you to create a desk or table which is stable and 
easy to assemble without any screws. 
Legs are delivered fl at-packed to minimize their carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                        Pi TRESTLES 

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
Table - L 150 cm x W 75 cm x H 74 cm (4/6 persons)
Desk - L 150 cm x W 75 cm x H 74 cm with drawers

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 40 mm thick varnished solid oak with grooves
Also available with a birch plywood top in its desk version

> Pi 75 Trestles - colors :
Black semi-gloss
Gun metal grey-brown
* Customizable color on order

> Details :
Table is assembled by inserting the top into the trestles - it 
slides in easily thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the 
legs are in place and pivoted to their final position they become 
incredibly stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets.

The table-tops we supply have shallow grooves across them to 
allow the metal straps of the legs to sit flush with the wooden 
surface.

The desk version comes with two metal drawers in black or gun 
metal grey-brown.

The Pi table is stable and easy to assemble without any screws. 
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                                           PI TABLE 75 - PI DESK 75                   

Pi Table 75
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 1880,00
Birch plywood and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 1880,00
Pi Desk 75 with drawers
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 1980,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX

Product sold exlusively on www.moaroom.com 
or at showroom moaroom Paris
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> Dimensions : 
L 180 cm x W 88 cm x H 74 cm (6 to 8 persons)
L 220 cm x W 88 cm x H 74 cm (8 to10 persons)

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 43 mm thick varnished solid oak with grooves

> Pi 88 Trestles - colors :
Black semi-gloss 
Gun metal grey-brown
* Customizable color on order
Black semi-gloss (outdoor use)
Gun metal grey-brown (outdoor use) 

> Details :
TTable is assembled by inserting the top into the trestles - it 
slides in easily thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the 
legs are in place and pivoted to their final position they become 
incredibly stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets.

The table-tops we supply have shallow grooves across them to 
allow the metal straps of the legs to sit flush with the wooden 
surface.

The Pi table is stable and easy to assemble without any screws. 
Available in two heights. 
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                                     Pi TABLE 88                   

Pi Table 88 x 180
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 2480,00

Pi Table 88 x 220
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 2980,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
L 220 cm x W 88 cm x H 90 cm (high bar table vesion)
(8 stools or 10 persons on high benches + stools)

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 43 mm thick varnished solid oak with grooves

> Pi 88 HIGH trestles colors :
Black semi-gloss 

> Details :
Table assembled by inserting the top which slides in easily 
thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the legs are in 
place and pivoted to their final position they become incredibly 
stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets. 

The table-tops we supply have shallow grooves across them to 
allow the metal straps of the legs to sit flush with the wooden 
surface. 

The Pi table is stable and easy to assemble without any screws. 
Available in two heights. 
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                 Pi TABLE 88 HIGH VERSION                   

Pi Table 88 x 220 and 90 cm high
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 3120,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
L 260 cm x W 105 cm x H 74 cm (10 to 12 Person) 
L 300 cm x W 105 cm x H 74 cm (12 to 14 Person) 

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 43 mm thick varnished solid oak with grooves

> Pi 105 Trestles - colors :
Black semi-gloss 
Gun metal grey-brown

> Details :
Table assembled by inserting the top which slides in easily 
thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the legs are in 
place and pivoted to their final position they become incredibly 
stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets. 

The table-tops we supply have shallow grooves across them to 
allow the metal straps of the legs to sit flush with the wooden 
surface. 

The Pi table is stable and easy to assemble without any screws. 
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                                     Pi TABLE 105                   

Pi Table 105 x 260
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 4480,00

Pi Table 105 x 300
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 4880,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
L 280 cm x W 120 cm x H 76 cm (12 to 14 People)

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder coated steel - Rust-proof and UV resistant
Top : 60 mm thick solid oak planks, impregnated with oil for 
outdoor use.

> Pi 120 Trestles - colors : 
Black semi-gloss (outdoor use)

> Details :
Table assembled by inserting the top which slides in easily 
thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the legs are in 
place and pivoted to their final position they become incredibly 
stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets. 

> Options :
The table-top is made up of seven solid oak planks that can 
be cut to a client’s specifications in our workshop to allow the 
table to be assembled around one, or a couple of existing small 
trees.

The Pi table is stable and easy to assemble without any screws. 
Made of 7 disassociated planks the top can be delivered fl at-pack 
for easy shipping and minimum carbon footprint. The Pi table is 
stable and easy to assemble without any screws.  
The planks can be made with holes to allow the table to be 
assembled around 1, 2 or 3 trees.

Design Roderick Fry

                                     Pi TABLE 120                   

Pi Table 120 x 280
Oak and Powder-coated steel 7880,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
L 120 cm x W 30 cm x H 45 cm
L 160 cm x W 30 cm x H 45 cm
L 200 cm x W 30 cm x H 45 cm
L 200 cm x W 30 cm x H 65 cm (high bench)

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 28 mm thick varnished solid oak

> Bench leg colors : 
Black semi-gloss
Gun metal grey-brown
* Customizable color on order

> Details :
Bench is assembled by inserting the top which slides in easily 
thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the legs are in 
place bolts are instead from below to attach to block them in 
place. 

The bench tops have been grooved to allow the metal straps 
of the legs to sit flush with the wood across the tops, making 
them more comfortable. 

The Pi benches are stable and easy to assemble. 
To keep the stability when moving the bench, the legs are fi xed to 
the top using 4 screws.
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                                     Pi BENCHES                   

Pi Bench 29,5 x 120 x H 45 cm 
Oak and Powder-coated steel 880,00

Pi Bench 29,5 x 160 x H 45 cm
Oak and Powder-coated steel 920,00

Pi Bench 29,5 x 200 x H 45 cm
Oak and Powder-coated steel 980,00

Pi High Bench 29,5 x 200 x H 65 cm
Oak and Powder-coated steel

Legs alone of Pi Bench (2 legs to 
make one’s own bench)

1080,00

380,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Dimensions : 
L 65 cm x W 60 cm x H 74 cm

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 20 mm thick varnished solid oak

> Trestle colors : 
Black semi-gloss
* Customizable color on order

> Details :
The Desk is assembled by inserting the top into the legs and 
pivoting downwards. Once the legs are in place against a wall 
they become incredibly stable without any use of screws, bolts 
or rivets.

The 2 Level Wall Desk is stable and easy to assemble. Its design 
allows it to just lean against any solid, even wall - although an 
attachment for walls is included for use in homes where there is a 
risk of young children knocking it over.
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                                    Pi 2 LEVEL WALL DESK                   

Pi 2 Level Wall Desk 65 x 60
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 780,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX

Product sold exlusively on www.moaroom.com 
or at showroom moaroom Paris
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> Dimensions : 
L 130 cm x W 60 cm x H 74 cm

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : 20 mm thick varnished solid oak

> Trestles colors : 
Black semi-gloss
* Customizable color on order

> Details :
The Desk is assembled by inserting the top into the trestles - it 
slides in easily thanks to the specific angle of the legs. Once the 
legs are in place and pivoted to their final position they become 
incredibly stable without any use of screws, bolts or rivets.
The table-tops we supply have shallow grooves across them to 
allow the metal straps of the legs to sit flush with the wooden 
surface.

The two Level Wall Desk is stable and easy to assemble. 
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                               Pi 2 LEVEL DESK                  

Pi 2 Level Desk 130 x 60
Oak and Powder-coated steel, indoor use 1790,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX

Product sold exlusively on www.moaroom.com 
or at showroom moaroom Paris
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> Dimensions : 
L 75 cm x W 70 cm x H 90 cm

> Materials : 
Legs : Powder-coated steel
Top : Birch plywood with black HPL melamine

> Trestle color : 
Black semi-gloss

> Details :
The desk is assembled by inserting the top into the legs and 
pivoting downwards. Once the legs are in place against a wall 
they become incredibly stable without any use of screws, bolts 
or rivets.

Designed as a standard height working desk - OR - a 90 cm bar 
height desk simply by rotating top.

The BOXY Wall Desk is stable and easy to assemble. Designed as 
a standard height working desk - OR - a 90 cm bar height desk 
simply by rotating top.
Its design allows it to just lean against any solid, even wall - 
although an attachment for walls is included for use in homes 
where there is a risk of young children knocking it over.
It is delivered fl at-packed to minimize its carbon footprint.

Design Roderick Fry

                            BOXY WALL DESK                   

Boxy Wall Desk 75 x 70
Black melamine and Powder-coated steel 880,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX

Product sold exlusively on www.moaroom.com 
or at showroom moaroom Paris



Pi BOOKY CONSOLE
L 160 cm x l 35 cm x H 100 cm

Pi WINGS DESK
L 150 cm x l 75 cm x H 74 cm

Pi LOW CONSOLE
L 160 cm x l 35 cm x H 45 cm

Pi ONE LEVEL LOW TABLE
L 160 cm x l 60 cm x H 35 cm

Pi WOODY CONSOLE
L 160 cm x l 30 cm x H 100 cm

Pi TWO LEVEL LOW TABLE
L 160 cm x l 60 cm x H 45 cm

Pi COOKY CONSOLE
L 160 cm x l 40 cm x H 95 cm

Pi SIDE DESK
L 60 cm x l 40 cm x H 40 cm

moaroom’s exclusive models

Pi COLLECTION



by Moaroom Studio
AUTEL PARTICULIER

Vases and candelabras have been 
were rethought by our designers 
Roderick Fry, Laurence Varga 
and Baptiste Trouvé.

Our collection ‘Autel Particulier’ 
- which translates from French 
into English as a ‘Private Altar’ 
- was conceived to offer an ever-
evolving way to decorate and light 
a dining table with flowers (dried 
or fresh) and candles suspended 
around decorative light-bulbs 
and as a way to hang flowers on a 
wall above ones desk or amongst 
framed pictures.
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> Three versions : 
Swedish House ‘Mixed’ in BlackMetal / 6 flowers + 2 candles
Swedish House ‘Flowers’ in Brass / 6 flowers
Swedish House ‘Mixed’ Brass / 6 flowers + 2 candles

Each Collection contains all of the items one needs to suspend 
a selection of 6 elements over a table where the ceiling height 
is between 2.2m and 3m.

> The offer contains :
- 6 x hanging modules for flowers, two heights 
- 2 x tubular horizontal bars 80 cm
- 2 x metallic vertical strips 60 cm
- 2 x metallic vertical strips 10 cm
- 2 x ceiling attachments
- 6 x test tubes
- 8 x standard ceiling screws 
- 2 x candle adaptors (in the MIXED options)

> Materials :
Black electrolyzed metal or brass + glass test tubes

> Extra Details :
These models can be adjusted to other ceiling heights by 
adding or removing the vertical strips, or replacing them with 
chains or ribbons cut to the ideal length.

The candle adapters allow you to integrate non-drip candles 
in the place of 2 test tubes. Other candle adapters can be 
bought to transform the whole module into a long suspended 
candelabra of 6 candles.

The collection ‘Autel Particulier’ allows fl owers and candles to 
hang above, and therefore liberate space on, a dining table. The 
Swedish House has very ‘graphic’ fl oating lines which frame 
fl owers and or candles. Whilst discrete from the side the fi ne lines 
present the form of a traditional Swedish house or church when 
viewed from the end.

Design Roderick Fry

  AUTEL PARTICULIER - SWEDISH HOUSE                   

Swedish House Mixed Metal
Black electrolyzed steel and glass test tubes 390,00

Swedish House Flower Brass
Brass and glass test tubes 468,00

Swedish House Mixed Brass
Brass and glass test tubes 530,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Two models : 
- Aleatoire Flowers Brass / 6 flowers
- Aleatoire Mixed Brass / 6 flowers + 2 candles

Each Collection contains all of the items one needs to suspend 
a selection of 6 elements over a table where the ceiling height 
is between 2.2m and 3m.

> The offer contains :
- 6 x hanging modules for flowers, three heights 
- 2 x tubular horizontal bars 80 cm
- 2 x metallic vertical strips 60 cm
- 2 x metallic vertical strips 10 cm
- 2 x ceiling attachments
- 6 x test tubes
- 8 x standard ceiling screws 
- 2 x candle adaptors (in the MIXED options)

> Materials :
Brass + glass testubes

> Extra Details :
These models can be adjusted to other ceiling heights by 
adding or removing the vertical strips, or replacing them with 
chains or ribbons cut to the ideal length.

The candle adapters allow you to integrate non-drip candles 
in the place of 2 test tubes. Other candle adapters can be 
bought to transform the whole module into a long suspended 
candelabra of 6 candles.included. 
The candle adapter allows to have a candle in place of a 
soliflore to create a harmonious object with flowers and 
candles.

The collection ‘Autel Particulier’ allows fl owers and candles to 
fl oat delicately above, and therefore liberate space on, your dining 
table and add character to bare classic lightbulbs. The ALEATOIRE 
version has very simple ‘graphic’ fl oating vertical lines which rise 
and fall in random (‘aleatoire’ in French) fashion. 

Design Roderick Fry

                     AUTEL PARTICULIER - ALEATOIRE                   

Aleatoire Flower
Brass and glass test tubes 390,00

Aleatoire Mixed
Brass and glass test tubes 430,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> Two models : 
- Wall Metal / 2 flowers
- Wall Brass / 2 flowers

> The offer contains :
- 1 x Wall module 
- 2 x Test Tubes
- 2 x standard wall screws 
 
> Materials : 
Black electrolyzed metal or brass 
Glass test tubes

> Details :
Designed to be fixed on an even vertical surface using 2 screws. 

The collection ‘Autel Particulier’ allows fresh or dried fl owers to 
be hung above desks, in kitchens or amongst framed artwork.

Design Roderick Fry

                     AUTEL PARTICULIER - WALL                   

Wall Flower Metal
Black electrolyzed metal and glass test tubes 82,00

Wall Flower Brass
Brass and glass test tubes 94,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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> The various accessories listed below allow you to 
either : 
/ Increase the number of modules
- 2 x Extras modules Aleatoire Brass Flower
- 2 x Extras modules Swedish House Brass Flower
- 2 x Extras modules Swedish House Black metal Flower

/ Hang your Aleatoire Modules from a wall
- 1 x Wall mount for 2 modules Aleatoire Flower

/ Increase the proportion of candles to fl owers
- 2 x Candle adaptors in Brass
- 2 x Candle adaptors in Black metal

/ Adding horizontal bars close to the ceiling
- 2 x Horizontales bars in Brass 80 cm 
- 2 x Horizontales bars in Black metal 80 cm
- 2 x Extentions in Brass 60 cm
- 2 x Extentions in Black metal 60 cm

/ Increase the length of your collection
- 2 x Horizontales bars in Brass 120 cm 
- 2 x Horizontales bars in Black metal 120 cm 

/ Or, Replace broken test-tubes
- 1 x Extra test tubes
 
> Materials : 
Black electrolyzed metal or brass 
Glass test tube

The collection ‘Autel Particulier’ allows fl owers and candles to be 
hung above above your dining table or on your walls.

Design Roderick Fry

                   AUTEL PARTICULIER - ACCESSORIES           

Extras modules - in pairs
Aleatoire Brass Flowers 88,00
Swedish House Brass Flowers 118,00
Swedish House Black metal flowers 88,00

Extras Wall mount - per unit
Made for hanging two Aleatoire modules 88,00

Extras Candle adaptors - in pairs
Brass adaptors 68,00
Black metal adaptors 48,00

Extras Ceiling ties - in pairs
Brass ceiling ties 38,00
Black metal ceiling ties 38,00

Extras horizontal bars - in pairs
Brass bars 80 cm 48,00
Brass bars 120 cm 68,00
Black metal bars 80 cm 48,00
Black metal bars 120 cm 64,00

Extras Extentions - in pairs
Brass extentions 60 cm 78,00
Black metal extentions 60 cm 74,00

Extras Test tube - per unit
Glass test tube 10,00

PUBLIC PRICES INCL. TAX
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